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Unified Collaboration Simplified
Many IT teams are confronted with the task of taking a holistic approach to communications, creating
roadmaps that integrate and unify multiple communication solutions across their user’s changing needs and
preferred devices. Understanding how to optimize the use of smartphones, tablets, and desktops across the
various locations users collaborate from – “the road”, home offices, enterprise workspaces, and conference
rooms is a challenge in-and-of itself. This challenge is compounded as the supporting communications
technology and solutions are shifting rapidly.
Imagine - Walk into a room and instantly start a collaboration session, complete with shared content and
flawless sound and video - all nicely packaged into a perfect bundle. The Business Collaboration Series from
Optika Display makes this possible. The industry has been waiting for an integrated unified collaboration
solution for today’s changing environment.
With the Optika Display 42 Huddle Room, you can experience the future of collaboration!

Bring your Collaboration to life with Optika Display Executive Flex
With a World class touch technology options with the right touch experience, look and feel to fluid, natural
touch to pen technology experience like none other, the Business Collaboration Series by Optika Display
allows you to effortlessly collaborate with others, develop and expand on ideas as a group, team, organization,
save, share, build upon, refine and then present those ideas in (2K HD) High Definition quality. Supported
by Windows 10 and downward compatible along with support across other operating systems and design
platforms, the Business Collaboration Series by Optika Display makes collaboration, creation, ideation, mark
up and idea sharing an immersive, truly interactive, efficient and engaging experience.
Optika Display – Business Collaboration Series: Brings Professional Grade, High Performance HD (2K)
Conference Room, Design Center, Production Studio, Board Room Collaboration to the tip of your pen and
your fingertips.

Logitech Connect + Intel Unite NUC Bundle
•
•
•
•
•

Logitech Connect Camera
Full HD 1080p Video Calling
90-degree field of view
Full-duplex speakerphone
3-year limited warranty
•
•
•
•
•

Intel Based NUC Windows 10
Pre-installed conferencing application
Bluetooth® keyboard & mouse
Anti-virus protection
3-year limited warranty

Optika Display is the premier provider of Ultra High
Definition (UHD) 4K professional grade, large-format
display solutions for unified communications, enterprise
collaboration, healthcare and government applications
across a wide range of markets. Combing high-quality
stylus writing capability and precise edge-to-edge,
multi-touch technology. The result is a best in class
collaborative digital workspace that is easy to use an
integrate into multiple vertical applications.
Optika Business Collaboration Series is highly
compatible with familiar applications, from Microsoft
Office and Skype for Business to the Adobe Business
Suite, allowing seamless integration into existing work
flows and processes.
Optika Display is a fully-owned division of Stratacache
as of March 2013. As a market-leading worldwide
corporation, Stratacache specialty in digital signage,
content distribution and content accelleration and
Optika Display’s success in UHD 4K displays brings a
new level of synergy and technology expertise to the
industry.

• High Definition 42”” display
• Sleek, durable, high-impact edgeto-edge touch surface with a
lightweight enclosure design
• Industrial grade brightness
• Supports input by multiple pens,
as well as touch input
• Integrated accessories and power
management
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